Development of a Cooperative Tractor-Implement Combination
While driver assistance systems such as adaptive cruise control and lane-keeping assistants are increasingly handling
longitudinal and lateral control of vehicles in road traffic [1], in the agricultural industry the trend towards driverless
systems is making progress. This trend is also being supported at the “Chair for mobile machinery” of the Karlsruhe
Institute for Technology (KIT) in conjunction with electronic drawbars for agricultural machinery developed by the companies AGCO and “geo concept” [2].
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Five driving modes are available to the driver in operating
the electronic drawbar.
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Electronic Drawbars for Tractors

The “Parallel Driving” mode serves as the starting mode
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Safety Concept and State Machine
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>>In the “Operational” state, there are no critical error

Prototype Development at Distributed Sites

messages or warning messages; the planned path is free

Implementation of a complex modular assistance system
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Figure 1: Prototype setup for testing environmental sensors of the
slave tractor

Figure 2: Safety concept of the electronic drawbar
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and to validate the software under the most realistic con-
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structure, are stored and assigned to individual network
nodes. CANoe offers multibus capability, i.e. it supports

Remaining Bus Simulation to Support Software

both proprietary and standardized protocols such as CAN,

Development

J1939 or ISO11783 as well as FlexRay and Ethernet. For

In the development of ECUs, the remaining bus simulation

modeling and time-synchronous evaluation, it offers a set
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Figure 3: Model for defining the operating
state
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filter options, graphic signal display and an overview of im-

piled for CANoe and integrated in the remaining bus model.

portant communication parameters such as bus load and

Since the serial interfaces of the PC could be accessed in

error messages. Any desired ECUs can be operated virtual-

CANoe, the radio path could also be integrated in unmodi-

ly or as real ECUs by activating or deactivating the network

fied form and be tested for data integrity.

nodes in CANoe. The bus interface is via an interface from
the company Vector. CANoe can also run test scenarios

Summary

fully automatically and report on the results. These test

The electronic drawbar has not only proven to be complex

scenarios may be defined in table form or in XML, CAPL [3],

with regard to the innovative aspect of object detection

C# or graphically.

and integration of geo-information in a harmonious safety
and operating concept. In a continually changing prototype

Modeling the Electronic Drawbar in CANoe

system, the specification and maintenance of data inter-

CANoe is well-suited to this project configuration, especial-

faces is a supportive task that must be taken seriously by

ly in early validation of ECUs, because coordinating testing

all parties. When multiple companies are cooperating on a

dates and options with the test vehicles is often critical.

project, a clearly specified modular system and software

The approach using RBS enables parallel development

architecture quickly proves to be an important foundation

paths, which can later be easily merged.

for quick progress in the project. However, rapid prototyp-

A comprehensive model of the electronic drawbar was de-

ing systems in conjunction with RBS software represent a

veloped at KIT that could be used to simulate the individual

project-assisting toolbox for efficiently validating subfunc-

ECUs as well as the entire communication with the partner

tions and entire ECUs so that they are successful in sub

vehicle. The ZST, NAV and HMI software modules were
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modeled as network nodes here. The depth of detail of the
individual modules varies within the model. While all mes-
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full functionality, data integrity could be validated sufficiently by assigning constant test parameters in the re-
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maining messages. The use of CANoe in conjunction with
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the model-based programmable of the remaining messages

Figure 1 – 4: KIT

dSPACE platform proved to be especially helpful. After the
exchange of platform-specific I/O blocks, the messages for
the developed Simulink models can be immediately com-

Figure 4: Communications architecture in prototype
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